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Inokuchi Camellia HallーPark of Kainyo and Camellia
Modern space created by camellia and art

Camellia is the village (former Inokuchi Village) flower and is
planted around the houses as residential trees known as Kainyo.
This park is a camellia theme park that consists of Japanese garden,
multipurpose hall, seminar house and turf playground.
The garden was designed to feature this areaʼs natural environment
with a pond, streams and relaxing garden houses. Inokuchi
Camellia Hall serves as a center of a variety of activities, such as
research on camellia, exhibitions and community activities. In the
park, there is a wild camellia garden which has a collection of very
rare species of camellia. The park is also a good recreational spot.

Inokuchi Camellia Hallー Park of Kainyo and Camellia
TEL(0763)64-2202　FAX(0763)64-2210　
188 Miyaushiro, Nanto City, Toyama Pref. 939-1879
(20 min. from Hokuriku Expressway Tonami IC
10min. from Tokai-Hokuriku Expressway Fukumitsu IC )
E-mail：tsubakikan@mx.city.nanto.toyama.jp　http://tsubakikan.city.nanto.toyama.jp/

Open / 9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Closed / Wednesday
Admission / Free

The tree age is estimated
300 to 500 years and the
branch length is 6m. This is
one of the oldest Camellia
japonica and a rare big tree
that grows naturally at low
altitude. During flower
season, large deep and
vivid red flowers bloom.

Oyukibata-tsubaki
ー Precious old camellia tree

600 camellia trees
of 160 species are
planted on the
mountain slopes.
About 400 trees
bloom from April
to May. Walking

trails are good for forest bathing.

Tsubakino-sono Park
ー View point of the Tonami Plains
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■Multipurpose hall
The hall is designed for various events 
and exhibitions. This can also serve as 
a gallery space.

■Entrance hall    
There is a local specialty and product 
shop in the spacious lobby. Please enjoy 
yourself in a relaxing atmosphere. 

■Exhibition space
Facing the turf park, the space is a 
cozy exhibition space with pouring 
sunlight.    

■Seminar house (Tea house)
The relaxing Japanese style room 
serves as a tea ceremony room and a 
gallery space.

■Conference/Audio-visual room
The rooms are used for conferences, 
events, and exhibitions. Next to the 
rooms, there is a library corner. 

Inokuchi Camellia Hall ー Park of Kainyo and Camellia Wild Camellia Garden [Shuho Kirino Collection]Wild Camellia Garden [Shuho Kirino Collection]

This is the only garden where more than 80 
species of wild camellia of China and 
Vietnam are planted. Among them, yellow 
camellia is very rare and precious. 

This facility was developed in the center of Nanto City to preserve and research on 
species of camellia. Modern interior of the building is coordinated in black and white. 
Everyone can enjoy staying in the laid-back atmosphere. With barrier-free designing, 
wheelchair users can go into the building directly from the parking lot. 

Inokuchi Camellia Hall ー
Park of Kainyo and Camellia
TEL(0763)64-2202　FAX(0763)64-2210　
188 Miyaushiro, Nanto City, Toyama Pref. 939-1879
(20 min. from Hokuriku Expressway Tonami IC  
10min. from Tokai-Hokuriku Expressway Fukumitsu IC )   
E-mail：tsubakikan@mx.city.nanto.toyama.jp
http://tsubakikan.city.nanto.toyama.jp/

Open / 9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Closed / Wednesday
Admission / Free
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